Many molecular materials composed of globular or pseudoglobular molecules are capable of forming hightemperature orientationally disordered (OD) phases in which long-range positional order exists and orientational order has been lost. Halogen methane derivatives, as tetrahalogenomethane compounds (CX n Y m , where n and m = 0, ..., 4; n + m = 4, and X,Y=F, Cl, Br and I) have been investigated by the Group of Characterization of Materials at the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya during the last years [1] . In spite of the similarity of the molecules, fine tuning interactions give rise to a polymorphic behavior at normal pressure, i.e. in equilibrium with its vapor, quite different. The rational of the thermodynamics can be achieved when the polymorphism is analyzed in the whole temperature-pressure space. The presentation will describe the stable and metastable phases of those compounds revealed by the uncommon inclusion of the pressure variable as well as by the analyses of the two-component systems sharing them. Moreover, the emergence of unstable phases (glasses) [2] within the low-temperature domain will be analyzed and the similarities with the canonical glassformers will be discussed. 
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